Cost and performance
management for Mega Projects.

F ull y s calable pr

key fea tures
> a fully scalable system which can
accommodate meg a pr oject v olume
and complexity
> multi-language and multi-curr ency
functionality
> integrated, configurable dashboar ds
> advanced pr oject estimating
> customised budget setting, no matter
how big or complex the figur es
> sub-contract or collaboration

ojec t mana gement

Today’s mega projects typically involve overall budgets of
well over $1billion. Clearly, projects of this size bring major
challenges in terms of cost and scale, but there are other
significant considerations which impact on project management.
Mega projects are likely to include many stakeholders, and key
individuals and teams may be working in many countries, or
even on several continents. There’s often a demand for
functionality in several languages, and multi-currency
calculations are likely to be essential.
All this means that systems must be capable of scaling up in
complexity as well as sheer volume. With mpower there’s no
limit - it provides project visibility and oversight for the most
complex projects, including joint venture ownership structures
uniting organizations all around the world.

ABOUT MON ITOR
Since 1987, Monitor has been providing software, training
and consultancy for Project Cost Management across a wide
spectrum of markets, including the offshore oil and gas industry.
Based in Aberdeen, Monitor also has offices in Houston, Calgary
and Perth (Australia), servicing clients throughout the world.
mpower is the company’s flagship software product is a tailored,
integrated solution specifically designed for capital projects
of any size.

> completely web-based for global acces s
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Cost and performance management for

Mega Projects.

T he mega pr ojec ts challenge

dashbo ar ds

Mega project managers need a solution for:

mpower for mega projects uses integrated dashboards to
provide project managers and other stakeholders with cost and
performance information in a single comprehensive view. With
dashboards, managers can avoid the time-consuming task of
compiling reports, and clearly see what actions need to be taken
on a shift-by-shift basis. Stakeholders in organizations around
the world can all have access to the same accurate, up-to-theminute information.

• scaling up systems to cope with enormous, multi-faceted,
international projects
• providing accurate and up-to-the-minute information to a wide
range of stakeholders in different locations
• working seamlessly within the existing corporate culture of
each stakeholder
• communicating and holding the confidence of many internal
or external stakeholders with accurate updates on overall
spend, allocations by project scope, and prompt approval for
any required changes.

PROJECT PROGRESS D ASHBOAR D

T he mpo wer s ol ut ion f or Mega Pr ojec ts
mpower can be easily and quickly deployed on a mega project to
• support efficient consolidation and management of the entire
scope of work, including cost estimate and budget
• link financial, scheduling, work package and field cost data
with all project controls available through one dashboard
• rapidly integrate with and support existing corporate systems
for financial management, procurement, planning, scheduling
and estimating

PROJECT COST D ASHBOAR D

INTEGRAT ION
mpower for mega projects enables you to leverage value from
your existing investment by providing a platform for integration
and delivery of integrated project information.
It’s been proven through successful integration with
• SAP
• Oracle E-business Suite
• IBM Maximo
• Primavera
• Microsoft Project
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